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Industrial applications need regular testing for the lifetime, movement, strength, and performance of manufacturing machines during production process. Since speckle photography is a simple economic technique, it is used in investigating object response under mechanical and thermal effects depending on the movement of the speckle patterns with respect to the deformation strength and direction. In the present work, the cross-correlation technique is used to analyze the speckle patterns by iterative method to define both values and directions of rigid body translation and expansion. In order to check the accuracy of the cross-correlation technique, the results are compared with the displacement values given by analyzing the Young’s interference fringes resulted from the Fourier transformation of the speckle patterns. This noncontact technique is found to be accurate and informative depending on the stability and sensitivity of the optical system. This method of measurement is an effective tool in studying the hard cases of objects and machines under various effects.

1. Introduction

The necessity to ensure the efficiency of machines and tools used in industrial applications requires regular testing of their ability to work under various effects such as vibration and temperature. The conventional methods of investigation require surface contact and could be limited to object materials and time of measurements. In order to maintain the quality of the object and to make the testing service possible any time and under any circumstances, it is important to use a simple nondestructive method in the investigation.

Electronic speckle photography is a simple nondestructive technique used in investing object variation under different effects. The investigation using this technique is performed by analyzing several recorded images for the object surface before and after deformation. The variation of speckle patterns position and interference fringes’ visibility indicate the direction and the strength of the deformation that the object encountered. Previous work discussed methods for characterizing object displacement and surface roughness by analyzing Young’s interference fringes resulted by the Fourier transformation of the combined speckle images before and after deformation [1, 2]. This method is reliable in indicating value of displacement but not field of displacement. The cross-correlation method describes the displacement field by the maximum position of the cross-correlation function between the speckle patterns recorded before and after displacement or deformation. The processed data lead to estimating and visualizing the displacement field with accuracy depending on the resolution of the recording sensor and the stability of the optical system. The simplicity of the experimental setup and the accuracy of the processing method increase the applications of this technique in surface engineering science by studying the variation of the speckle patterns in sequence of images. The iterative method in the processing makes it possible to track surface deformation in a specific time.

2. Measuring System

The system setup is very simple since it consists of a He-Ne laser and a high resolution recording sensor as in Figure 1. The object of interest is a rectangular piece of aluminum of dimensions (35 × 30 × 8) mm.
The light beams are expanded and directed to the object's surface, and the scattered beams are then collected by a converging lens and directed to the sensor. Sequence of images is taken for the object when it is shifted laterally and also when its temperature is raised. The first image is considered as the zero case and other images represent the gradual variation from the reference one. The recorded images are divided into subimages, and the speckle movement is tracked in order to extract the surface displacement vectors defined by length and direction and determined by the maximum correlation. Larger subimage size which contains more speckle patterns is more informative and more accurate. Although the system is easy to set up, it provides complete data analysis for different kinds of materials and deformations.

3. Theoretical Aspects

The cross-correlation technique or image matching technique matches the speckle patterns in the selected area of interest of object's images (Figure 2). The sequential images are compared to estimate the relative motion of the object's
Figure 4: Displacement of object’s surface versus x- and y-positions.
surface imaged during displacement or heating. The variations occurred to the speckle patterns in an image with respect to other images are estimated by the correlation function. Assuming \( p(x, y) \) is the reference image, and \( p'(x', y') \) is the displaced image, then the relation between the two functions is represented by the squared Euclidean distance [3, 4]:

\[
\Delta^2 = \sum_{x,y} \left( P(x, y) - P'(x - u(x, y), y - v(x, y)) \right)^2,
\]

where \( u(x, y) \) and \( v(x, y) \) are the displacement fields, and the expansion of this equation yields the cross-correlation function which finds the similarity between \( p(x, y) \) and \( p'(x', y') \) [5, 6]:

\[
C_{pp'} = P(x, y)^*P'(x - u(x, y), y - v(x, y)), \tag{2}
\]

\[
P^* = \text{FFT}^{-1}(\text{FFT}(P)^*\text{FFT}(P')). \tag{3}
\]

For measuring the displacement fields \( u(x,y) \) and \( v(x,y) \), the normalized cross-correlation of the speckle patterns before and after surface displacement has to be evaluated, then the displacement from the maximum of the resultant cross-correlation function is estimated as follows:

\[
\text{displacement field} = \text{object translation} + \text{object strain}. \tag{4}
\]

Image grid defines the zones of interest from the initial to the final image, and the calculation is performed by the iterative process [7–11], then the displacement field following \( x \) and \( y \) axis is represented.

4. Experimental Work and Discussion

First sequence of images is taken for the object in the absence of any influence factors to check the stability of the optical system with respect to thermal effects and vibration. New sequence of images is taken while object is displaced laterally by precise travelling stage and other set sequence is taken during raising the object’s temperature. The cross-correlation is evaluated for each sequence according to (3) to determine the field of displacement which is calculated at the maximum correlation using the quadratic interpolation (Figure 3). Initially, the displacement field is represented by small dots and indicates approximate zero surface displacement (Figure 4(a)). When the object is displaced laterally by the travelling stage, Young's interference fringes show variation in number and spacing as object moves, and formula (5) defines the displacement as a function of fringe spacing and wavelength [12]:

\[
\Delta I = \frac{\lambda R}{\Delta f}, \tag{5}
\]

where \( \Delta I \) is the displacement, \( \lambda \) is the source wavelength, \( \Delta f \) is the fringe spacing, and \( R \) is the object separation from the detector. Image scale factor is calculated knowing the actual dimension at image plane and the number of pixels represented by this dimension, and the scale factor is found to be \( 0.2246 \) (pixel/mm).

Optical displacement determined by the interference fringes using (5) is \( 95 \mu m \pm 5 \mu m \). Using the cross-correlation technique to determine the displacement fields, the translation is found to be \( 90 \mu m \pm 1 \mu m \) in the \( x \)-axis and \( 1.5 \mu m \pm 1 \mu m \) in the \( y \)-axis (Figure 4(b)).

In order to test the out-of-plane effects during lateral shifting, the object is moved laterally using accurate translation stage, and the displacements detected by the interference fringes using (5) are compared to the mechanical system shifting values with resolution \( 0.1 \mu m \). Both readings show good agreement and a small deviation is observed at the largest shift (Figure 5). This deviation indicates small parallelism error in the alignment of object and camera (out-of-plane effect). For this reason, the experimental work is made within a smaller range to avoid the deviation from in-plane displacement along the path.

In another case, the object is heated during displacement, so that the speckle cross-correlation identifies the displacement specified by translation as \( 10 \mu m \pm 1 \mu m \) in \( x \)-axis and \( 45 \mu m \pm 1 \mu m \) in \( y \)-axis, and the displacement is specified by the expansion as \( 4 \mu m \pm 1 \mu m \) in the \( x \)-axis and \( 4.45 \mu m \pm 1 \mu m \) in the \( y \)-axis (Figure 4(c)). The measuring technique determines the displacement by tracking large number of image points with precision \( (\pm 1 \mu m) \). Surface displacement over large number of points along \( x-y \) axes is represented in Figure 6. The uncertainty in measurement is assessed according to [13] depending on the following factors:

- (1) standard deviation of the results (0.1 pixel) divided by the scale factor,
(2) resolution of the thermocouple 0.1°C (that detects object temperature during experiment),
(3) stability of optical system,
(4) stability of laser wavelength (calibration certificate),
(5) effect of environmental factors (air refractive index).

5. Conclusion

Although the discussed technique is simple, it provides precise calculations of the displacement field for both rigid body translation and expansion through cross-correlation method. It is essential to adjust the contrast and the light uniformity in the recorded images. The stability of the optical system is studied as a first step. Sequence of images is then recorded under the effect of lateral shifting and thermal effect and the displacement field is determined with ±1 μm accuracy. The technique is compared to the conventional method of displacement measurement using Young’s interference fringes analysis, and the comparison shows good agreement. This technique is capable to determine the displacement field in hard cases at short time with good precision.
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